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Abstract

The field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) is growing rapidly, with new research published daily along with an abundance of tutorials, codebases and other online resources. In order to learn this dynamic field or stay up-to-date on the latest research, students as well as educators and researchers must constantly sift through multiple sources to find valuable, relevant information. To address this situation, we introduce TutorialBank, a new, publicly available dataset which aims to facilitate NLP education and research. We have manually collected and categorized over 6,300 resources on NLP as well as the related fields of Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and Information Retrieval (IR). Our dataset is notably the largest manually-picked corpus of resources intended for NLP education which does not include only academic papers. Additionally, we have created both a search engine and a command-line tool for the resources and have annotated the corpus to include lists of research topics, relevant resources for each topic, prerequisite relations among topics, relevant subparts of individual resources, among other annotations. We are releasing the dataset and present several avenues for further research.

1 Introduction

NLP has seen rapid growth over recent years. A Google search of “Natural Language Processing” returns over 100 million hits with papers, tutorials, blog posts, codebases and other related online resources. Additionally, advances in related fields such as Artificial Intelligence and Deep Learning are strongly influencing current NLP research. With these developments, an increasing number of tutorials and online references are being published daily. As a result, the task of students, educators and researchers of tracking the changing landscape in this field has become increasingly difficult.

Recent work has studied the educational aspect of mining text for presenting scientific topics. One goal has been to develop concept maps of topics, graphs showing which topics are prerequisites for learning a given topic (Gordon et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016; Pan et al., 2017a,b; Liang et al., 2017). Another goal has been to automatically create reading lists for a subject either by building upon concept graphs (Gordon et al., 2017) or through an unstructured approach (Jardine, 2014).

Additionally, other work has aimed to automatically summarize scientific topics, either by extractively summarizing academic papers (Jha et al., 2013, 2015; Jaidka et al., 2016) or by producing Wikipedia articles on these topics from multiple sources (Sauper and Barzilay, 2009; Liu et al., 2018). Scientific articles constitute primary texts which describe an author’s work on a particular subject, while Wikipedia articles can be viewed as tertiary sources which summarize both results from primary works as well as explanations from secondary sources. Tang and McCalla (2004, 2009) and Sheng et al. (2017) explore the pedagogical function among the types of sources.

To address the problem of the scientific education of NLP more directly, we focus on the annotation and utilization of secondary sources presented in a manner immediately useful to the NLP community. We introduce the TutorialBank corpus, a manually-collected dataset of links to over
6,300 high-quality resources on NLP and related fields. The corpus’s magnitude, manual collection and focus on annotation for education in addition to research differentiates it from other corpora. Throughout this paper we use the general term “resource” to describe any tutorial, research survey, blog post, codebase or other online source with a focus on educating on a particular subject. We have created a search engine for these resources and have annotated them according to a taxonomy to facilitate their sharing. Additionally, we have annotated for pedagogical role, prerequisite relations and relevance of resources to hand-selected topics and provide a command-line interface for our annotations.

Our main contribution is the manual collection of good quality resources related to NLP and the annotation and presentation of these resources in a manner conducive to NLP education. Additionally, we show initial work on topic modeling and resource recommendation. We present a variant of standard reading-list generation which recommends resources based on a title and abstract pair and demonstrate additional uses and research directions for the corpus.

2 Related Work
2.1 Pedagogical Value of Resources
Online resources are found in formats which vary in their roles in education. Sheng et al. (2017) identify seven types of pedagogical roles found in technical works: Tutorial, Survey, Software Manual, Resource, Reference Work, Empirical Results, and Other. They annotate a dataset of over 1,000 resources according to these types. Beyond these types, resources differ in their pedagogical value, which they define as “the estimate of how useful a document is to an individual who seeks to learn about specific concepts described in the document”. Tang and McCalla (2004, 2009) discuss the pedagogical value of a single type, academic papers, in relation to a larger recommendation system.

2.2 Prerequisite Chains
Prerequisite chains refer to edges in a graph describing which topics are dependent on the knowledge of another topic. Prerequisite chains play an important role in curriculum planning and reading list generation. Liu et al. (2016) propose “Concept Graph Learning” in order to induce a graph from which they can predict prerequisite relations among university courses. Their framework consists of two graphs: (1) a higher-level graph which consists of university courses and (2) a lower-level graph which consists of induced concepts and pair-wise sequential preferences in learning or teaching the concept.

Liang et al. (2017) experiment with prerequisite chains on education data but focus on the recovery of a concept graph rather than on predicting unseen course relations as in Liu et al. (2016). They introduce both a synthetic dataset as well as one scraped from 11 universities which includes course prerequisites as well as concept-prerequisite labels. Concept graphs are also used in (Gordon et al., 2016) to address the problem of developing reading lists for students. The concept graph in this case is a labeled graph where nodes represent both documents and concepts (determined using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003)), and edges represent dependencies. They propose methods based on cross entropy and information flow for determining edges in the graph. Finally, finding prerequisite relationships has also been used in other contexts such as Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) (Pan et al., 2017a, b).

2.3 Reading List Generation
Jardine (2014) generates recommended reading lists from a corpus of technical papers in an unstructured manner in which a topic model weighs the relevant topics and relevant papers are chosen through his ThemedPageRank approach. He also provides a set of expert-generated reading lists. Conversely, Gordon et al. (2017) approach reading list generation from a structured perspective, first generating a concept graph from the corpus and then traversing the graph to select the most relevant document.

2.4 Survey Extraction
Recent work on survey generation for scientific topics has focused on creating summaries from academic papers (Jha et al., 2013, 2015; Jaidka et al., 2016). Jha et al. (2013) present a system that generates summaries given a topic keyword. From a base corpus of papers found by query matching, they expand the corpus via a citation network using a heuristic called Restricted Expansion. This process is repeated for seven standard NLP topics. In a similar manner, Jha et al. (2015) experiment with fifteen topics in computational linguistics and
collect at least surveys written by experts on each topic, also making use of citation networks to expand their corpus. They introduce a content model as well as a discourse model and perform a qualitative comparisons of coherence with a standard summarization model.

The task of creating surveys for specified topics has also been viewed in the multi-document summarization setting of generating Wikipedia articles (Sauper and Barzilay, 2009; Liu et al., 2018). Sauper and Barzilay (2009) induce domain-specific templates from Wikipedia and fill these templates with content from the Internet. More recently Liu et al. (2018) explore a diverse set of domains for summarization and are the first to attempt abstractive summarization of the first section of Wikipedia articles, by combining extractive and abstractive summarization methods.

3 Dataset Collection

3.1 An Overview of TutorialBank

As opposed to other collections like the ACL Anthology (Bird et al., 2008; Radev et al., 2009, 2013, 2016), which contain solely academic papers, our corpus focuses mainly on resources other than academic papers. The main goal in our decision process of what to include in our corpus has been the quality-control of resources which can be used for an educational purpose. Initially, the resources collected were conference tutorials as well as surveys, books and longer papers on broader topics, as these genres contain an inherent amount of quality-control. Later on, other online resources were added to the corpus, as explained below. Student annotators, described later on, as well as the professor examined resources which they encountered in their studies. The resources were added to the corpus if deemed of good quality. Important to note is that not all resources which were found on the Internet were added to TutorialBank; one could scrape the web according to search terms, but quality control of the results would be largely missing. The quality of a resource is a somewhat subjective measure, but we aimed to find resources which would serve a pedagogical function to either students or researchers, with a professor of NLP making the final decision. This collection of resources and meta-data annotation has been done over multiple years, while this year we created the search engine and added additional annotations mentioned below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to Neural Networks and Deep Learning</td>
<td>635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools for Deep Learning</td>
<td>475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous Deep Learning</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Learning</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Embeddings</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurrent Neural Networks</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python Basics</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforcement learning</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convolutional Neural Networks</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to AI</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Top-level Taxonomy Topics

3.1.1 TutorialBank Taxonomy

In order to facilitate the sharing of resources about NLP, we developed a taxonomy of 305 topics of varying granularity. The top levels of our taxonomy tree are shown in Table 1. The backbone of our Taxonomy corresponds to the syllabus of a university-level NLP course and was expanded to include related topics from other courses in ML, IR and AI. As a result, there is a bias in the corpus towards NLP resources and resources from other fields in so far as they are relevant to NLP. However, this bias is planned, as our focus remains teaching NLP. The resource count for the most frequent taxonomy topics is shown in Table 2.

3.2 Data Preprocessing

For each resource in the corpus, we downloaded the corresponding PDF, PowerPoint presentations and other source formats and used PDFBox to perform OCR in translating the files to textual format. For HTML pages we downloaded both the raw HTML with all images as well as a formatted text version of the pages. For copyright purposes we release only the meta data such as urls and annotations and provide scripts for reproducing the dataset.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>corpus</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lecture</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>library</td>
<td>1014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link set</td>
<td>1186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naclo</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paper</td>
<td>1176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>survey</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tutorial</td>
<td>2079</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Corpus count by pedagogical feature.

4 Dataset Annotation

Annotations were performed by a group of 3 PhD students in NLP, and 6 undergraduate Computer Science students who have taken at least one course in AI or NLP.

4.1 Pedagogical Function

When collecting resources from the Internet, each item was labeled according to the medium in which it was found, analogous to the pedagogical function of (Sheng et al., 2017). We will use this term throughout the paper to describe this categorization. The categories along with their counts are shown in Table 3:

- **Corpus**: A corpus provides access to and a description of a scientific dataset.
- **Lecture**: A lecture consists of slides/notes from a university lecture.
- **Library**: A library consists of github pages and other codebases which aid in the implementation of algorithms.
- **NACLO**: NACLO problems refer to linguistics puzzles from the North American Computational Linguistics Olympiad.
- **Paper**: A paper is a short/long conference paper taken from sites such as https://arxiv.org/ and which is not included in the ACL Anthology.
- **Link set**: A link set provides a collection of helpful links in one location.
- **Survey**: A survey is a long paper or book which describes a broader subject.
- **Tutorial**: A tutorial is a slide deck from a conference tutorial or an HTML page that describes a contained topic.

4.2 Topic to Resource Collection

We first identified by hand 200 potential topics for survey generation in the fields of NLP, ML, AI and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capsule Networks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain Adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document Representaion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix factorization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural language generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recursive Neural Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift-Reduce Parsing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech Recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word2Vec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Random sample of the list of 200 topics used for prerequisite chains, reading lists and survey extraction.

IR. Topics were added according to the following criteria:

1. It is conceivable that someone would write a Wikipedia page on this topic (an actual page may or may not exist).
2. The topic is not overly general (e.g., “Natural Language Processing”) or too obscure or narrow.
3. In order to write a survey on the topic, one would need to include information from a number of sources.

While some of the topics come from our taxonomy, many of the taxonomy topics have a different granularity than we desired, which motivated our topic collection. Topics were added to the list along with their corresponding Wikipedia pages, if they exist. A sample of the topics selected is shown in 4. Once the list of topics was compiled, annotators were assigned topics and asked to search that topic in the TutorialBank search engine and find relevant resources. In order to impose some uniformity on the dataset, we chose to only include resources which consisted of PowerPoint slides as well as HTML pages labeled as tutorials. We divided the topics among the annotators and asked them to choose five resources per topic using our search engine. The resource need not solely focus on the given topic; the resource may be on a more general topic and include a section on the given topic. As in general searching for resources, often resources include related information, so we believe this setting is fitting. For some topics the annotators chose fewer than five resources (partially due to the constraint we impose on the form of the resources). We noted topics for which no resources were found, and rather
than replace the topics to reflect TutorialBank coverage, we leave these topics in and plan to add additional resources in a future release.

4.3 Prerequisite Chains

Even with a collection of resources and a list of topics, a student may not know where to begin studying a topic of interest. For example, in order to understand sentiment analysis the student should be familiar with Bayes’ Theorem, the basics of ML as well as other topics. For this purpose, the annotators annotated which topics are prerequisites of others for the given topics from their reading lists. We expanded our list of potential prerequisites to include eight additional topics which were too broad for survey generation (e.g., Linear Algebra) but which are important prerequisites to capture. Following the method of (Gordon et al., 2016), we define labeling a topic Y as a prerequisite of X according to the following question:

- Would understanding Topic Y help you to understand Topic X?

As in (Gordon et al., 2016), the annotators can answer this question as “no”, “somewhat” or “yes.”

4.4 Reading Lists

When annotators were collecting relevant resources for a particular topic, we asked them to order the resources they found in terms of the usefulness of the resource for learning that particular topic. We also include the Wikipedia pages corresponding to the topics, when available, as an additional source of information. We do not perform additional annotation of the order of the resources or experiment in automatically reproducing these ordered lists but rather offer this annotation as a pedagogical tool for students and educators. We plan the expansion of these lists and analysis in future experiments.

4.5 Survey Extraction

We frame the task of creating surveys of scientific topics as a document retrieval task. A student searching for resources in order to learn about a topic such as Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN’s) may encounter resources 1) which solely cover RNN’s as well as 2) resources which cover RNN’s within the context of a larger topic (e.g., Deep Learning). Within the first type, not every piece of content (a single PowerPoint slide or section in a blog post) contributes equally well to an understanding of RNN’s; the content may focus on background information or may not clearly explain the topic. Within the second type, larger tutorials may contain valuable information on the topic, but may also contain much information not immediately relevant to the query. Given a query topic and a set of parsed documents we want to retrieve the parts most relevant to the topic.

In order to prepare the dataset for extracting surveys of topics, we first divide resources into units of content which we call “cards”. PowerPoint slides inherently contain a division in the form of each individual slide, so we divide PowerPoint presentations into individual slides/cards. For HTML pages, the division is less clear. However, we convert the HTML pages to a markdown file and then automatically split the markdown file using header markers. We believe this is a reasonable heuristic as tutorials and similar content tend to be broken up into sections signalled by headers.

For each of the resources which the annotators gathered for the reading lists on a given topic, that same annotator was presented with each card from that resource and asked to rate the usefulness of the card. The annotator could rate the card from 0-2, with 0 meaning the card is not useful for learning the specified topic, 1 meaning the card is somewhat useful and 2 meaning the card is useful. We chose a 3-point scale as initial trials showed a 5-point scale to be too subjective. The annotators also had the option in our annotation interface to drop cards which were parsed incorrectly or were repeated one after the other as well as skip cards and return to score a card.

4.6 Illustrations

Whether needed for understanding a subject more deeply or for preparing a blog post on a subject, images play an important role in presenting concepts more concretely. Simply extracting the text from HTML pages leaves behind this valuable information, and OCR software often fails to parse complex graphs and images in a non-destructive fashion. To alleviate this problem and promote the sharing of images, we extracted all images from our collected HTML pages. Since many images were simply HTML icons and other extraneous images, we manually checked the images and selected those which are of value to the NLP student. We collected a total of 2,000 images and matched them with the taxonomy topic name of the resource it came from as well as the url of the resource. While we cannot outdo the countless im-
ages from Google search, we believe illustrations can be an additional feature of our search engine, and we describe an interface for this collection below.

5 Additional Features and Analysis

5.1 Search Engine

In order to present our corpus in a user-friendly manner, we created a search engine using Apache Lucene. We allow the user to query key words to search our resource corpus, and the results can then be sorted based on relevance, year, topic, medium, and other meta data. In addition to searching by term, users can browse the resources by topic according to our taxonomy. For each child topic from the top-level taxonomy downward, we display resources according to their pedagogical functions. In addition to searching for general resources, we also provide search functionality for a corpus of papers, where the user can search by keyword as well as by author and venue.

While the search engine described above provides access to our base corpus and meta data, we also provide a command-line interface tool with our release so that students and researchers can easily use our annotations for prerequisite topics, illustrations and survey generation for educational purposes. The tool allows the user to input a topic from the taxonomy and retrieve all images related to that topic according to our meta data. Additionally, the user can input a topic from our list of 200 topics, and our tool outputs the prerequisites of that topic according to our annotation as well as the cards labelled as relevant for that topic.

5.2 Resource Recommendation from Title and Abstract Pairs

In addition to needing to search for a general term, often a researcher begins with an idea for a project which is already focused on a nuanced sub-task. An employee at an engineering company may be starting a project on image captioning. Ideas about the potential direction of this project may be clear, but what resources may be helpful or what papers have already been published on the subject may not be immediately obvious. To this end we propose the task of recommending resources from title and abstract pairs. The employee will input the title and abstract of the project and obtain a list of resources which can help complete the project. This task is analogous to reproducing the reference section of a paper, however, with a focus on tutorials and other resources rather than solely on papers. As an addition to our search engine, we allow a user to input a title and an abstract of variable length. We then propose taxonomy topics based on string matches with the query as well as a list of resources and papers and their scores as determined by the search engine. We later explore two baseline models for recommending resources based on document and topic modeling.

5.3 Dataset and Annotation Statistics

We created reading lists for 182 of the 200 topics we identify in Section 4.2. Resources were not found for 18 topics due to the granularity of the topic (e.g., Radial Basis Function Networks) as well as our intended restriction of the chosen resources to PowerPoint presentations and HTML pages. The average number of resources per reading list for the 182 topics is 3.94. As an extension to the reading lists we collected Wikipedia pages for 184 of the topics and present these urls as part of the dataset.

We annotated prerequisite relations for the 200 topics described above. We present a subset of our annotations in Figure 1, which shows the network of topic relations (nodes without incoming edges were not annotated for their prerequisites as part of this shown inter-annotation round). Our network consists of 794 unidirectional edges and 33 bidirectional edges. The presence of bidirectional edges stems from our definition of a prerequisite, which does not preclude bidirectionality (one topic can help explain another and vice-versa) as well as the similarity of the topics. The set of bidirectional edges consists of topic pairs (BLEU - ROUGE; Word Embedding - Distributional Semantics; Backpropagation - Gradient descent) which could be collapsed into one topic to create a directed acyclic graph in the future.

For survey extraction, we automatically split 313 resources into content cards which we annotated for usefulness in survey extraction. These resources are a subset of the reading lists limited in number due to constraints in downloading urls and parsing to our annotation interface. The total number of cards which were not marked as repeats/mis-parsed totals 17,088, with 54.59 per resource. 6,099 cards were labeled as somewhat relevant or relevant for the target topic. The resources marked as non-relevant may be poorly
presented or may not pertain fully to the topic of that survey. These numbers confirm the appropriateness of this survey corpus as a non-trivial information retrieval task.

To better understand the difficulty of our annotation tasks, we performed inter-annotator agreement experiments for each of our annotations. We randomly sampled twenty-five resources and had annotators label for pedagogical function. Additionally, we sampled twenty-five topics for prerequisite annotations and five topics with reading list lengths of five for survey annotation. We used Fleiss’s Kappa (Fleiss et al., 2004), a variant of Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1960) designed to measure annotator agreement for more than two annotators. The results are shown in Table 5. Using the scale as defined in Landis and Koch (1977), pedagogical function annotation exhibits substantial agreement while prerequisite annotation and survey extraction annotation show fair agreement. The Kappa score for pedagogical function is comparable to that of Sheng et al. (2017) (0.68) while the prerequisite annotation is slightly lower than the agreement metric used in Gordon et al. (2016) (0.36) although they measure agreement through Pearson correlation. We believe that the sparsity of the labels plays a role in these scores.

### 5.4 Comparison to Similar Datasets

Our corpus distinguishes itself in its magnitude, manual collection and focus on annotation for educational purposes in addition to research tasks. We use similar categories for classifying pedagogical function as Sheng et al. (2017), but our corpus is hand-picked and over four-times larger, while exhibiting similar annotation agreement.

Gordon et al. (2016) present a corpus for prerequisite relations among topics, but this corpus differs in coverage. They used LDA topic modeling to generate a list of 300 topics, while we manually create a list of 200 topics based on criteria described above. Although their topics are generated from the ACL Anthology and related to NLP, we find less than a 40% overlap in topics. Additionally, they only annotate a subset of the topics for prerequisite annotations while we focus on broad coverage, annotating two orders of magnitude larger in terms of prerequisite edges while exhibiting fair inter-annotator agreement.

Previous work and datasets on generating surveys for scientific topics have focused on scientific articles (Jha et al., 2013, 2015; Jaidka et al., 2016) and Wikipedia pages (Sauper and Barzilay, 2009; Liu et al., 2018) as a summarization task. We, on the other hand, view this problem as an information retrieval task and focus on extracting content from manually-collected PowerPoint slides and online tutorials. Sauper and Barzilay (2009) differ in their domain coverage, and while the surveys of Jha et al. (2013, 2015) focus on NLP, we collect resources for an order of magnitude larger set of topics. Finally, our focus here in creating surveys, as well as the other annotations, is first and foremost to create a useful tool for students and researchers. Websites such as the ACL Anthology\(^3\) and arXiv\(^4\) provide an abundance of resources, but do not focus on the pedagogical aspect of their content. Meanwhile, websites such as Wikipedia which aim to create a survey of a topic may not reflect the latest trends in rapidly changing fields.

### 6 Topic Modeling and Resource Recommendation

As an example usage of our corpus, we experimented with topic modeling and its extension to

---

\(^3\)http://aclweb.org/anthology/
\(^4\)https://arxiv.org/
resource recommendation. We restricted our corpus for this study to non-HTML files to examine the single domain of PDF’s and PowerPoint presentations. This set consists of about 1,480 files with a vocabulary size 191,446 and a token count of 9,134,452. For each file, the tokens were processed, stop tokens were stripped, and then each token was stemmed. Words with counts less than five across the entire corpus were dropped. We experimented with two models: LDA, a generative probabilistic model mentioned earlier, and Doc2Vec (Le and Mikolov, 2014), an extension of Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) which creates representations of arbitrarily-sized documents. Figure 2 shows the document representations obtained with Doc2Vec as well as the topic clusters created with LDA. The grouping of related resources around a point demonstrates the clustering abilities of these models. We applied LDA in an unsupervised way, using 60 topics over 300 iterations as obtained through experimentation, and then colored each document dot with its category to observe the distribution. Our Doc2Vec model used hidden dimension 300, a window size of 10 and a constant learning rate of 0.025. Then, the model was trained for 10 epochs.

We tested these models for the task of resource recommendation from title+abstract pairs. We collected 10 random papers from ACL 2017. For LDA, the document was classified to a topic, and then the top resources from that topic were chosen, while Doc2Vec computed the similarity between the query document and the training set and chose the most similar documents. We concatenated the title and abstract as input and had our models predict the top 20 documents. We then had five annotators rate the recommendations for helpfulness as 0 (not helpful) or 1 (helpful). Recommended resources were rated according to the criterion of whether reading this resource would be useful in doing a project as described in the title and abstract. The results are found in Figure 3. Averaging the performance over each test case, the LDA model performed better than Doc2Vec (0.45 to 0.34), although both leave large room for improvements. LDA recommended resources notably better for cases 5 and 6, which correspond to papers with very well defined topics areas (Question Answering and Machine Translation) while Doc2Vec was able to find similar documents for cases 2 and 8 which are a mixture of topics, yet are well-represented in our corpus (Reinforcement Learning with dialog agents and emotion (sentiment) detection with classification). The low performance for both models also corresponds to differences in corpus coverage, and we plan to explore this bias in the future. We believe that this variant of reading list generation as well as the relationship between titles and abstracts is an unexplored and exciting area for future research.
7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we introduce the TutorialBank Corpus, a collection of over 6,300 hand-collected resources on NLP and related fields. Our corpus is notably larger than similar datasets which deal with pedagogical resources and topic dependencies and unique in use as an educational tool. To this point, we believe that this dataset, with its multiple layers of annotation and usable interface, will be an invaluable tool to the students, educators and researchers of NLP. Additionally, the corpus promotes research on tasks not limited to pedagogical function classification, topic modeling and prerequisite relation labelling. Finally, we formulate the problem of recommending resources for a given title and abstract pair as a new way to approach reading list generation and propose two baseline models. For future work we plan to continue the collection and annotation of resources and to separately explore each of the above research tasks.
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